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A & L Biologicals received 5 different soil samples from the York Region Environmental Alliance (Table
1). Three of the samples corresponded to soils where trees had been treated with either biochar,
compost or left untreated. Two samples corresponded to soils that either had grown garlic mustard or
control soil. The soil samples were tested for their chemical composition, as well as their bacterial and
fungal communities. Microbial communities were analyzed using a fingerprinting technique known as
terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (TRFLP).
Table 1. Samples received from York Region Environmental Alliance
Sample #
1
2
3
4
5

Sample ID
Vaughan, 38 Zucchet - Control, Crimson Spire Oak
Vaughan, 63 Lime - Biochar, Ornamental Pear
Vaughan, 125 Krasier – Compost, Musclewood
Porrit Tract – Control
Porrit Tract – Garlic Mustard

Microbial communities’ analysis: A & L Biologicals have refined DNA technologies that utilize terminal
restriction fragment length polymorphism (TRFLP) analysis of DNA extracted from environmental
samples. TRFLP has become a popular high-throughput fingerprinting technique for monitoring
composition of microbial communities. The test involves extracting DNA from the sample and then
amplifying a conserved region with two primers where at least one is fluorescently labeled. The
fluorescent PCR products are then digested with at least one restriction enzyme. The size and quantity
of the fragments are then determined using capillary electrophoresis. The banding pattern obtained
provides a fingerprint of the microbial community.
The relationship of the fingerprints to one another is identified using a multivariate statistical technique
called Principle Component Analysis (PCA). Principle Components (PC) are statistical values generated to
best explain the variation in a set of samples. TRFLP data is transformed into binary data (presence or
absence of a DNA fragment yes = 1, 0 = no) before performing PCA. PCA analysis clusters the data based
on similarity of peak presence; 95% confidence intervals are drawn around similar groups. Groups that
do not overlap are considered to be statistically different in their microbial community.
TRFLP data can also be visualized using peak intensity graphs where the intensity of the peak potentially
represents the abundance of a microorganism in a sample. Peak intensity profiles of the microbial
communities provide a snap shot of the diversity and abundance of the organisms that make up the
populations in each sample. Each peak may represent a unique species or a family of related species and
it is possible to identify the microorganism responsible for each peak. TRFLP can be used to track spatial
and temporal shifts in microbial populations due to different treatments.
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Objectives
- To determine the profiles of the bacterial and fungal communities using terminal restriction fragment
length polymorphism (TRFLP) in the samples provided.
- To determine the chemical composition of the samples provided.
Materials and Methods
DNA extraction and TRFLP analysis: Three (250 mg) subsamples (replicates) from each soil sample were
collected and their DNA was extracted using a Norgen Genomic DNA Isolation kit (Norgen Biotek Corp.
ON) following the manufacturer’s protocol.
A PCR master mix was made using bacterial primers 63F (CAGGCCTAACACA TGCAAGTC) and 1389R
(ACGGGCGGTGTGTACAAG) or fungal primers ITS1F (CTTGGTCATTTAGAGGAAGTAA) and ITS4
(TCCTCCGCTTATTGATATGC). PCR reactions were confirmed by electrophoresis and the products were
purified using a DNA clean and concentrator kit (Zymo Research Corporation, Irvine, CA, USA). Purified
PCR products were then digested for 3 h before been separated using a 3730 DNA Analyzer alongside
GeneScan 1200 LIZ Size Standards (Applied Biosystems, USA). TRFLP results were analyzed using Gene
Marker (SoftGenetics LLC) with default settings and a modified fragment peak intensity cut-off of 30.
The forward and reverse fragment size and intensities were exported to Microsoft Excel and the data
was analyzed using principle component analysis (PCA) with the software XLStat. The TRFLP results were
transformed into binary data (is a certain size signal there or not) for PCA analysis and clustered based
of similarity of peak presence.
Intensity graphs of the fluorescent values of each peak were also generated to better illustrate the
microbial profiles of each sample. Intensity graphs can uncover patterns and shifts in abundance in
community profiles that could be missed by principle component analysis which mainly focuses on
presence or absence.
Soil chemistry results: Results from the soil chemistry analysis (see appendix) showed that soils treated
with biochar or compost had higher organic matter content, higher pH and a higher CEC than control
soils (Table 2). Similarly, treated soils had higher levels of calcium, sodium, zinc, manganese and cupper
than control soils (Table 2).
Soil that had grown garlic mustard had higher organic matter content and lower pH than control soil
(Table 3). It also had lower levels of potassium, calcium, sodium and zinc than control soil (Table 3).
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Table 2. Chemical composition of control and treated soils – Vaughan samples.
Sample ID

OM

CEC

pH

P-Bray

P-Bicarb

K (ppm)

Ca (ppm)

Mg (ppm)

S (ppm)

Vaughan-38-Control

6

14.8

6.5

80 M

34 M

116 M

2410 H

145 L

16 VL

Vaughan-63-Biochar

6.7

22.7

7.9

57 G

29 M

223 H

3920 VH

200 L

13 VL

Vaughan-125-Compost

7.6

22.8

8.1

64 G

39 G

149 M

3920 VH

175 L

16 VL

Sample ID

Na (ppm)

Zn (ppm)

Mn (ppm)

Fe (ppm)

Cu (ppm)

B (ppm)

Al (ppm)

%K

Vaughan-38-Control

19 L

2.9 L

29 M

80 VH

1M

0.3 VL

1186

2

Vaughan-63-Biochar

207 VH

11 VH

62 VH

72 VH

4.2 VH

0.7 M

413

2.5

Vaughan-125-Compost

324 VH

12.5 VH

60 VH

85 VH

4.8 VH

0.5 L

445

1.7

Sample ID

% Mg

% Ca

% Na

%H

Saturation % P

K/Mg

ENR

Vaughan-38-Control

8.2

81.3

0.6

8

6M

0.24

73

Vaughan-63-Biochar

7.3

86.3

4

0

4M

0.34

80

Vaughan-125-Compost

6.4

85.9

6.2

0

5M

0.27

89

VL: very low, L: low, M: medium, H: high, VH: very high, G: good.

Table 3. Chemical composition of control and garlic mustard soils.
Sample ID

OM

CEC

pH

P-Bray

P-Bicarb

K (ppm)

Ca (ppm)

Mg (ppm)

S (ppm)

Porrit-Control

4.7

15

7.8

211 H

78 H

90 M

2640 VH

175 L

11 VL

Porrit-Garlic Mustard

6.2

13.8

7

180 H

61 G

53 L

2120 H

145 L

12 VL

Sample ID

Na (ppm)

Zn (ppm)

Mn (ppm)

Fe (ppm)

Cu (ppm)

B (ppm)

Al (ppm)

%K

Porrit-Control

36 M

11.9 VH

63 VH

86 VH

1M

0.4 L

595

1.5

Porrit-Garlic Mustard

15 L

11.8 L

83 VH

81 VH

0.7 M

0.4 L

744

1

Sample ID

% Mg

% Ca

% Na

%H

Saturation % P

K/Mg

ENR

Porrit-Control

9.7

87.8

1

0

15 H

0.15

60

Porrit-Garlic Mustard

8.8

76.9

0.5

12.9

31 H

0.11

75
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Vaughan samples
Comparison of the soils’ bacterial communities
TRFLP analysis generally identify about 1-2% of the microbial population in a given sample. This however,
represents hundreds of observations. In order to compare the profiles generated from such data we
transformed the presence or absence of peaks into 1s or 0s, where 0 means absent and 1 means present.
Principal component analysis (PCA) was then used on the binary data. Results of this analyses were
summarized in two different ways. Figure 1A, shows each TRFLP result as a vector. The closer the vectors
are to each other, the more similar are the bacterial populations they represent. As shown in Figure 1A,
no differences were found on the microbial communities of treated or control soils. To better visualize
if there are significant differences among the data, we summarized our results as single data points and
plotted them two dimensionally (Figure 1B). The degree of separation between samples indicates the
extent of similarities or differences. The further the dots are separated, the greater the difference. The
closer they are, the more similar the population. Confidence circles that do not overlap are considered
statistically different. None of the differences between samples were statistically significant (Figure 1B).
The very close similarities of the samples can indicate that the variance was quite low due to
experimental error.

Figure 1. PCA of bacterial communities in soil as analyzed using Terminal Restriction Fragment Length
Polymorphism (TRFLP). The PCA is analyzed based on presence or absence of bacterial peaks. Results
were represented as vectors (A) or dots (B).
Peak intensity profiles of the bacterial communities provide a snap shot of the diversity and abundance
of the organisms that make up the populations in each sample. Each peak may represent a unique
species or a family of related species and it is possible to identify the bacterium or bacteria responsible
for each peak. As shown in Figure 2 the bacterial community profile of all samples were very similar. A
closer look at the dominant peaks between samples, showed that all soils had strong bacterial peaks at
303 bp, 304 bp, 473 bp and 1055 bp (Figure 3). The 303-304 peaks may be of very similar organisms. This
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indicates that the most abundant bacteria in soils are common to all of them. Similarly, when we look at
minor peaks (detected with less intensity), no differences in their profile were found across soil samples
(Figure 4). Although all soils had similar bacterial communities, they were always more abundant on
treated soils (Figure 3 and 4)

Figure 2. Peak intensities profile of bacterial communities. The X axis represents the base size fragments
and the Y axis the fluorescent intensity of the peak. The higher intensity peak indicate a greater
abundance of certain bacteria.

Figure 3. High intensity peaks profile of bacterial communities. The X axis represents the base size
fragments and the Y axis the fluorescent intensity of the peak. Only peaks with an intensity equal to or
higher than 500 where considered.
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Figure 4. Low intensity peaks profile of bacterial communities. The X axis represents the base size
fragments and the Y axis the fluorescent intensity of the peak. The higher intensity peak indicate a
greater abundance of certain bacteria.
Comparison of the soil fungal communities
Fungal TRFLP results were analyzed by PCA based on the presence or absence of fungal peaks found
through 30 bp to 1000 bp. As shown on Figure 5A, control samples clustered together and separated
from treated samples, suggesting that fungal populations of treated soils, independent of the treatment,
are somehow different than the fungal populations on control soils. However, the differences were not
significant indicating that despite the differences all soil fungal communities are similar (Figure 5B).

Figure 5. PCA of fungal communities in soil as analyzed using Terminal Restriction Fragment Length
Polymorphism (TRFLP). The PCA is analyzed based on presence or absence of fungal peaks. Results were
represented as vectors (A) or dots (B).
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The similarities in the fungal communities between samples were more evident when we looked at the
peak intensity profiles of the samples (Figure 6). All three soils shared the majority of the peaks; however,
differences in the intensity of those peaks were evident. To better analyse those differences, only
dominant peaks (intensity > 1000) were considered in Figure 7. High peaks at 150 bp, 154 bp, 190 bp and
337 bp were common to all soils tested. Control soil also had dominant peaks at 123 bp, 152 bp, 203 bp,
305 bp, 349 bp, 354 bp, 357 bp, 377 bp, 378 bp, 397 bp, 407 bp and 414 bp. The intensity of those peaks
were considerably lower on treated soils suggesting a shift on the dominant species of fungi after
treatment (Figure 7). The profile of the low intensity peaks was very similar between samples (Figure 8).

Figure 6. Peak intensities profile of fungal communities. The X axis represents the base size fragments
and the Y axis the fluorescent intensity of the peak. The higher intensity peak indicate a greater
abundance of certain fungi.

Figure 7. High intensity peak profile of fungal communities. The X axis represents the base size
fragments and the Y axis the fluorescent intensity of the peak. Only peaks with intensity equal to
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or higher than 1000 were considered in this analysis.

Figure 8. Low intensity peak profile of fungal communities. The X axis represents the base size
fragments and the Y axis the fluorescent intensity of the peak. Only peaks with intensity lower than 1000
were considered in this analysis.
Porrit tract samples
Comparison of the soils’ bacterial communities
As shown on Figure 9A, principal component analysis of the TRFLP data demonstrated that the bacterial
communities present in the soil that had grown garlic mustard were different that the bacterial
communities present in the control samples. As mentioned before, the greater the angle in between the
lines that represent the samples the more different the bacterial communities are (Figure 9A). The
differences in the bacterial populations between garlic mustard and control soils were statistically
significant (Figure 9B). DNA was extracted in triplicated from each soil samples, unfortunately one of the
garlic mustard replicates has to be discarded due to the low yields of DNA obtained.

Figure 9. PCA of bacterial communities as analyzed using Terminal Restriction Fragment Length
Polymorphism (TRFLP). The PCA is analyzed based on presence or absence of bacterial peaks. Results
were represented as vectors (A) or dots (B).
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The bacterial intensity graph of garlic mustard and control soils clearly showed the differences between
those samples (Figure 10). The bacterial populations present in the control samples were dominated by
the bacterial species represented by peaks at 40 bp, 304 bp and 472 bp. In contrast, garlic mustard
bacterial populations were dominated by bacterial species represented by peaks at 128 bp, 130 bp and
131 bp. Garlic mustard soil did not have a series of peaks present on the control sample (Figure 10, red
box), confirming that the populations on the two set of samples are different.

Figure 10. Peak intensities profile of bacterial communities from Porrit tract soils. The X axis represents
the base size fragments and the Y axis the fluorescent intensity of the peak. The higher intensity peak
indicate a greater abundance of certain bacteria.

Comparison of the soils’ fungal communities
As shown on Figure 11A, fungal populations of control soils are somehow different than the fungal
communities present in the soil that had grown garlic mustard. The triplicates per sample clustered
together, indicating good reproducibility of the experiments. However, the differences were not
statistically significant (Figure 11B).
Peak intensity analysis showed that in general, fungal populations in control soil were more abundant
than in the garlic mustard soil, as represented by higher peaks. The dominant fungal populations in
control soil were those represented by peaks at 120 bp, 129 bp, 157 bp, 335 bp and 339 bp. Similarly,
garlic mustard soil had a dominant peak at 129 bp, suggesting that both soils shared some of the
dominant fungal populations. Garlic mustard soil also had dominant peaks at 248 bp and 308 bp (Figure
12). Peaks at positions 159 bp, 162 bp, 213bp, 215 bp, 220 bp, 222 bp, 233 bp, 237 bp, 241 bp, 318 bp,
323 bp, 330 bp, 375 bp, 417 bp, 437 bp, 456 bp, 464 bp, 665 bp and 723 bp were unique to control soil.
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Figure 11. PCA of fungal communities in soil as analyzed using Terminal Restriction Fragment Length
Polymorphism (TRFLP). The PCA is analyzed based on presence or absence of fungal peaks. Results were
represented as vectors (A) or dots (B).

Figure 12. Peak intensities profile of fungal communities. The X axis represents the base size fragments
and the Y axis the fluorescent intensity of the peak. The higher intensity peak indicate a greater
abundance of certain fungi.
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Conclusions
Soil chemistry of the Vaughan samples showed that treated soils had higher organic matter, higher pH,
higher CEC and higher content of calcium, sodium, zinc, manganese and cooper than control soil. In the
case of the Porrit tract samples, soils that had grown garlic mustard had higher organic matter, lower
pH and lower levels of potassium, calcium, sodium and zinc than control soil.
TRFLP analysis of the Vaughan samples did not show significant difference in the diversity of the bacterial
communities found in the soils tested. However, the abundance of certain bacterial species was different
between control and treated soils. In general, treated soils had more abundant bacterial species as
suggested by the higher intensity of certain peaks. This suggests that although the treatment did not
change the composition of the bacterial communities, they had induced a change on what bacterial
species are the most abundant. Fungal communities of soils treated with biochar or compost were
different than those found in the control soil. Control soils had a more diverse dominant population as
suggested by the higher number of dominant peaks.
In the case of the Porrit tract samples, TRFLP analysis showed that control soil and soil that had grown
garlic mustard had different bacterial and fungal communities. In both cases, control soils had a more
diverse dominant population than garlic mustard soil; it also had a series of peaks that were unique.
The only difference between samples that was statistically significant was between the bacterial
populations of garlic mustard soil and control soil. It is important to consider that we only analysed one
sample per treatment and considering the variability between samples, a larger number of biological
replicates (more independent samples from one location) is necessary to demonstrate that soils from
those locations have different microbial populations.
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